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Abstract

The FDA-AACR Oncology Dose-Finding Workshop, Part 3, was held in Washington, DC, on July 20, 2017, as a continuation of the previous two collaborative dose-finding and optimization workshops presented by the FDA and AACR. This year’s workshop focused on combination therapy with immune-oncology agents and best practices regarding patient and dose selection, predictive biomarkers, and novel clinical endpoints. This summary highlights viewpoints that emerged during the workshop. Cancer Immunol Res; 5(12): 1058–61. © 2017 AACR.

Introduction

The meeting was introduced by Elizabeth Jaffee (Johns Hopkins) and Amy McKee (FDA) by noting the overwhelming number of combination immuno-oncology (IO) trials in clinical development. The rapid growth of IO includes FDA approvals of antibodies targeting cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen-4 (CTLA-4), programmed cell death-1 (PD-1), and programmed cell death ligand-1 (PD-L1). The broad scope of clinical trials investigating these agents suggests they may become the backbone to which other cancer therapies are added in the future (1).

The first two dose-finding workshops cosponsored by AACR and FDA focused on small molecule kinase inhibitors (2) and monoclonal antibodies. This third workshop focused on dose finding and optimization for combination IO regimens. Examples of evolving FDA review strategies for dose determination were presented.

IO Overview: Scope of the Problem

This session focused on the evaluation and implementation of IO agents in distinct cancer types. Most speakers noted a clinical development paradigm of PD-1/PD-L1 antibody + X. Robert Vonderheide (University of Pennsylvania) described pancreatic cancer as a “cold” tumor with low mutational burden and scant effector T-cell infiltration that is notoriously resistant to single-agent immune-checkpoint inhibitors. The critical challenge in pancreatic cancer is to develop IO combinations that strategically release antigens and prime T cells before exposure to PD-1/PD-L1 antagonists. In one strategy, a monoclonal antibody to CD40 combined with gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel chemotherapies led to T cell–dependent tumor regression and long-term survival in murine models of pancreas cancer (3, 4). A three-arm clinical trial is translating this approach to pancreas cancer patients, randomizing them to receive chemotherapy with gemcitabine and nab-paclitaxel plus CD40 antibody, nivolumab, or the combination of CD40 antibody and nivolumab. The trial is designed both to optimize the dose and schedule of CD40 required to prime pancreatic tumor immunity and to evaluate the potential increased risk of toxicity.

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is a “hot” tumor that can respond to single-agent immune-checkpoint inhibitors. Current challenges are to identify the patients who require combination therapy to overcome IO resistance, and to identify novel endpoints for rational combinations of IO agents with chemotherapy and targeted therapy (5).
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immunologically heterogeneous: triple-negative breast cancer has no approved targeted therapies and is more likely to be "hot," HER2+ breast cancer has targeted therapies that may synergize with immunotherapy and is also more likely to be hot, and ER+/PR+ breast cancers are most likely to be cold and require priming strategies to induce T cells. Dr. Emens described a chemotherapy dose-ranging trial where a breast cancer vaccine was given in sequence with three low doses of cyclophosphamide pre-vaccination to mitigate regulatory T cells and doxorubicin post-vaccination to promote expansion of effector T cells (7). Tumor-specific antibody responses were mapped on a 3 x 3 dose matrix to identify the chemotherapy dose combination that maximized immunity. "This factorial design determines the optimal combination of multiple interacting variables using as few resources, i.e., patients, as possible," she noted. HER2-targeted agents have significant immune-modulatory activity and may prime the tumor microenvironment for response to vaccines and/or immune-checkpoint modulation in HER-2+ breast cancer (8). Additional approaches are required for cold breast cancers. Activating innate immunity with STING agonists can induce T cells in cold tumors, and tumor regression can be augmented by targeting the OX40 and the PD-1 pathways (9). This immunotherapy strategy may be appropriate for cold breast cancers regardless of clinical subtype.

Only 15% to 20% of bladder cancer patients benefit from single-agent immunotherapies, Joaquim Bellmunt (Harvard Medical School, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute) said. Key questions are whether sequential or concomitant immunotherapy is better, and which agents will be synergistic in combination with immune-checkpoint blockade. One key finding is that high fibroblast growth factor receptor-3 (FGFR3) expression is associated with cold bladder tumors (10). Consistent with this, FGFR3 expression is highest in Luminal Cluster I tumors, in which responses to PD-1 blockade have been low (11). The exploration of FGFR3 inhibitors with IO agents in the neoadjuvant setting will facilitate the correlation of immunogenic biomarkers and radiologic response.

**Key Translational Questions for IO Agents**

The second session focused on safety considerations for the clinical development of combination IO regimens. Tiffany K. Ricks (FDA) discussed the unique safety concerns of combination IO regimens, including acute cytokine release/immune activation syndromes, other immune-related adverse events, and possible additive or synergistic toxicities with standard cancer drugs (12). The minimally anticipated biologic effect level (MABEL) approach is recommended to guide the starting dose of novel IO agents for clinical trials and should integrate all available data. The toxicology of each agent in the IO combination should be well studied. Dose reduction from the maximum-tolerated dose (MTD) or recommended phase II dose for molecularly targeted agents should be considered for the starting dose, due to the possibility of unexpected toxicities.

Three separate FDA case studies evaluated anti–PD-1 with a kinase inhibitor, anti–PD-1 with a second immune-checkpoint inhibitor, and an antibody specific for a different immune receptor expressed on activated T cells, alone or combined with anti–PD-L1. In the first case, nonclinical studies of the single-agent kinase inhibitor revealed significant cardiac/vascular inflammation in animals without similar findings in humans. Due to concerns that adding PD-1 blockade could unmask this cardiac toxicity in humans, the FDA recommended a starting dose of the kinase inhibitor equivalent to 20% of the cardiotoxic dose in animals, and adding cardiac monitoring to the clinical trial. In the second case, nonclinical pharmacodynamic (PD) studies showed little to no activity with the second immune-checkpoint inhibitor alone, but adding anti–PD-1 to it resulted in higher T-cell responses and greater antitumor activity than with anti–PD-1 alone. The FDA recommended a MABEL-based starting dose for the second immune-checkpoint inhibitor corresponding to the EC50 for interferon-γ release in T-cell assays. In the third case, monotherapy dose escalation of the different immune receptor agent for two dose cohorts was followed by escalation of this agent at the monotherapy starting dose combined with the recommended dose of anti–PD-L1. This design was based on a concentration-dependent increase in T-cell activation with exposure to this agent in vitro, and greater antitumor activity with the combination relative to either single agent in animal models. Thus, pretrial data should describe the toxicology of each drug and the safety and mechanistic rationale of the IO combination based on the totality of the data.

"IO combinations should be based on immunologic mechanisms that both restore and amplify the cancer immunity cycle, culminating in tumor rejection."

Daniel S. Chen (Genentech/Roche) emphasized that, given the over 1200 IO combinations in the pipeline, prioritizing the most promising IO combinations is critical. Because most patients do not respond to immune-checkpoint blockade, the transformative potential of immunotherapy must be expanded to more patients using IO combinations. The cancer immunity cycle can guide the mechanistic development of rational IO combinations (13) in the context of the cancer immune set point, which captures the frequency and avidity of tumor-specific T cells, and host factors such as immunogenetics, the microbiome, viral exposures, age, sunlight exposure, hormonal factors, and drug exposures (14). These models identify four major challenges for the field. First, IO combinations should be based on immunologic mechanisms that both restore and amplify the cancer immunity cycle, culminating in tumor rejection (15). Second, assessment methods should capture classical tumor responses, pseudoprogression as reflected by increasing lesions, and late responses. Modified RECIST, immune-related RECIST, and assessment of tumor growth kinetics all account for these unique response patterns. The kinetics and magnitude of clinical benefit may be different depending on whether preexisting immunity is unleashed (acute endpoints—response rate) or new tumor-specific T cells are generated (late endpoints—survival; refs. 16, 17). Third, biomarkers may be measured in the tumor, the peripheral blood, or draining/distant lymph nodes, and by novel imaging strategies. Fourth, deploying an efficient strategy for prioritizing the best combinations for accelerated clinical development is critical. One approach is to randomize patients across multiple IO combinations relative to a contemporary control arm, rather than relying on historical nonrandomized control data.

Bernard A. Fox (Earle A. Chiles Research Institute) focused on strategies for enhancing existing adaptive immunity. He noted that interrogating T-cell responses to viral antigens and
neoantigens is straightforward, but characterizing T-cell responses to normal proteins is difficult due to immune tolerance. Capitalizing on the coordinated B- and T-cell response by querying the humoral response provides a path forward for identifying T-cell responses to self-antigens (18). In a randomized clinical trial of granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) with anti-CTLA-4 (ipilimumab) in prostate cancer, this strategy identified the protein PAK6 as an immune target (19, 20). The TCR can also be used to as a biomarker to study redistribution of tumor-specific T cells from the peripheral blood to the tumor during immunotherapy (21). Highlighting the differences between immune-checkpoint agonists and antagonists, an OX40 agonist effectively delayed tumor growth but a PD-1 antagonist did not. Furthermore, concurrent therapy was not effective, but treating with the OX40 antagonist did not. Furthermore, concurrent therapy was not effective, but treating with the OX40 agonist first, followed by the PD-1 antagonist, resulted in a 30% increase in tumor-free survival (22, 23).

Considerations for Dose Selection of IO Combinations

"...the 3 + 3 approach will often result in selection of an incorrect combination dose simply due to chance."

Current dose-finding algorithmic designs (3 + 3) are easy to implement, but do not incorporate existing knowledge as model-based designs do, noted Laura Fernandes (FDA). Chao Liu (FDA) emphasized a preference for model-based designs that capture both early and delayed toxicities, characterize the pharmacokinetic (PK) and PD variability, account for patient heterogeneity, study both a wide range of doses and sequence prior to registration, and collect PK data to explore dose-response and exposure-clearance–response relationships for efficacy and safety (24).

Eric Rubin (Merck Research Laboratories) noted that, for two drug combinations, variables include the dose and schedule for each drug. Two doses and two schedules of two drugs result in 16 cohorts, which would likely require more than 16 months to determine a recommended phase II dose. This complexity can be simplified by "fixing" the dose and schedule of one of the drugs, and focusing dose and schedule finding on the other drug.

The often used 3 + 3 approach is not advised in cases where the recommended phase II dose for at least one of the drugs has a dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) rate near 30%. With an underlying DLT rate of 25% for drug A, the probability of selecting a lower dose for drug A using the 3 + 3 approach in combination is 53% due to chance alone, without considering any additional toxicity from drug B. Thus, the 3 + 3 approach will often result in selection of an incorrect combination dose simply due to chance. Bayesian methods that prespecify a target DLT rate and use larger sample sizes are now preferred for dose finding in combination studies. One popular method is the modified toxicity probability interval design, with a target DLT rate of 25%, where dose finding stops once 14 patients are enrolled at a given dose that meets or is below the targeted DLT rate (25). Combination studies may also exclude severe toxicities from DLT consideration because they are known to be associated with one of the drugs. However, with the exception of an infusion reaction that occurs immediately after drug A, one can never be sure that an observed DLT originates only from drug A, because toxicities that are well known for drug A may still be enhanced with coadministration of drug B.

Given the number of new products and combinations, creative designs and endpoints are urgently needed. Classical endpoints, such as objective response rate (ORR) or PFS, have known limitations. Model-based tumor growth inhibition (TGI) metrics (26) should be more sensitive than classical endpoints for assessing treatment effect. René Bruno (Staff Scientist, Clinical Pharmacology, Genentech/Roche) presented a drug-disease TGI model based on longitudinal tumor size data that estimates TGI metrics. Those metrics are used as biomarkers to capture treatment effect in multivariate TGI–overall survival (OS) models that relate TGI metrics and baseline prognostic factors to OS (27). He described a TGI–OS model in a phase II study in non–small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) in which on-treatment estimates of tumor growth rate predicted the benefit (hazard ratio, HR) of nivolumab over docetaxel (28). This model was externally validated in simulating the HR of various subpopulations of patients by baseline biomarkers (PD-L1 expression in tumor/tumor-infiltrating immune cells or T-effector cell and interferon-γ gene signature) in a phase III study (16). On-treatment growth rate is proposed as an alternative endpoint to evaluate dose and scheduling in early IO combination studies.

Conclusions

Dose and schedule optimization for combination IO trials is a complex endeavor. The multitude of combination IO regimens to test in different disease settings exceeds the patients available to enroll in trials, highlighting the importance of prioritizing the most promising combinations and optimizing the design of every trial.

Amit Roy (Bristol-Myers Squibb) presented the rationale for combining ipilimumab and nivolumab. A phase Ib study (29) and exposure–response data (30, 31) led to the selection of nivolumab at 1 mg/kg and ipilimumab at 3 mg/kg (N1I3) Q3W in melanoma that proved efficacious in a phase III study (32). In RCC, nivolumab at 3 mg/kg and ipilimumab at 1 mg/kg (N3I1) Q3W had a better safety profile and will be tested in the pivotal study (33). In NSCLC, the Q3W combination was toxic and nivolumab at 3 mg/kg Q2W plus ipilimumab at 1 mg/kg Q12W was much more tolerable with greater clinical activity (34). Together, these data suggest that optimal dosing for combinations may vary across tumor indications.
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